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Patents
In this book, the patent literature has been treated as a source of information. Certain
formulae and processes have been included in the interests of science, notwithstanding
the existence of actual or potential patent rights.

Mention of a patent does not necessarily indicate that the patent is currently in force,
but in so far as materials and processes are protected by letters-patent, their inclusion
neither conveys nor implies licence to manufacture. Each manufacturer should ascertain
for himself the patent position existing in his own country at that time.

Legislation
Legislation concerned with permitted materials, limitations on use and methods of sale of
toilet preparations is in a state of continual change, notably in the USA and the European
Economic Community. While every effort has been made to take count of the latest
position, inclusion of a particular ingredient in any one illustrative formula cannot be
taken *s indicating that this formula will be within the limits of legal permission in any one
country,:..at the time when it may be under consideration. As with patents (above) every
manufacturer must ascertain for himself the legal position existing in his country or that to
which be exports at that time.
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Preface

The usefulness of l-larry'sCosmetiColOgY as a compact but comprehensive source
book is confirmed by its continuing popularity in all parts of the world: we are
confident that this seventh edition will, once again, meet a warm welcome.

We have endeavoured to maintain the book's overall scope and style to the
pattern that appears to be appreciated by readers, telling not only 'what' but also
'why'. References to sources of more detailed information are freely provided, but
we have not attempted to produce in a single work a compendium of exhaustive
textbooks. The contributors to this new editipn are drawn from an exceptionally
wide range of companies and academic sources; we thank all concerned for their

cooperation in producing a unified work.
There have been the usual problems of decision about areas of cosmetic science

or technology that are currently in a state of change, whether by reason of, say new
scientific discoveries or of impending legislation. Our general rule has been to
eschew arbitrary assumptions about the future, but to present the situation as seen
at the time of going to press. We know that, inevitably, we will be found
somewhere to have been overtaken by events and readers will never be absolved
from the task of checking the latest legal or patent situation as it affects their use of

the information given.
In the Preface to the sixth edition we hazarded an opinion that major scientific

advances would affect the development of pure cosmetics Regrettably, this has
been a slow dawn and we find no justification for any changes in these particular
areas; the older formulae are part of the necessary historical background -
moreover, to regard the latest as necessarily the best is a fallacy. In all other parts
of the book there has been substantial rewriting and updating. The sequence of
chapters has been made more logical, and new chapters have been added on good
manufacturing practice and on that most important of ingredients, water.

Above all, the basic chapters on the skin, the tooth, the hair and the nails have
been completely rewritten so as to provide a really up-to-date scientific
background. In this connection it is appropriate to stress, in the words of an earlier
edition, that we deal with the 'normal abnormalities' and are concerned with
'those deviations from the norm of skin, hair and teeth occurring or tending to
occur under the normal daily stresses of work, wear, dirt, exposure and climate,
and not excluding psychological stress'.

Thanks are due, as ever, to suppliers of copyright material who have given us
permission to use it, in particular many of the illustrations. We are delighted to
have had the continuing support of the original author, Mr R. G. Harry, to whom
we offer our sincere gratitude for the initiative he took so many years ago.

J.B.W.
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